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ABSTRACT

Many researchers who are using microwave modality in the area of breast cancer
detection employ oversimplified models of the internal structure of the breast. Use of
engineered or biologically inaccurate models could render inaccurate results. Therefore,
a mathematical biological model is implemented in this work and aims to bridge the gap
between biologists and engineers.
The results of the proposed breast duct model show that older women have
smaller breast ducts leading to less dense breasts, which is in agreement with medical
knowledge. Also, younger women have larger breast ducts leading to more dense breasts
which are consistent with the proposed research. The model was implemented
computationally in C++ in both two and three dimensions.
The proposed vasculature model is based on experimental biological research
findings. The simulated results are in agreement with the experimental data. The model
was implemented computationally in C++ in three dimensions.
The potential impact of the proposed model is to provide researchers with a more
biological understanding of the breast. Computer simulations of breast ducts and blood
vessels are presented separately; however, they will be combined in one model to create a
fully functional mammary gland.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem: Breast Cancer
One in eight women will be diagnosed with breast cancer in her lifetime. There
will be over 184,000 new cases and nearly 41,000 deaths in 2008 due to breast cancer [1].
Breast cancer ranks as the second -leading cause of death amongst cancers in the United
States [2]. Lung cancer, which is the number one killing cancer in the United States, is
diagnosed more in women who smoke. In fact, women who smoke are ten to twenty
times more likely to get lung cancer over their lifetime [3]. Unlike lung cancer, there is
no single lifestyle change that can decrease the risk of breast cancer. Therefore, it is
extremely important for women to obtain routine breast cancer screenings from their
doctors. One of the main factors contributing to breast cancer risk is age so more breast
cancer screenings with increasing frequency are needed as women get older.
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Figure 1.1: Cancer Mortality Rates, Source: [4]

Seen above in Figure 1.1, the rate of breast cancer has started to fall since around
1990 [4], and this is likely to better education about breast cancer which has lead to a
trend in society for women to get checked for breast cancer. However, this rate is not
falling fast enough, and breast cancer is still much more frequent than many other cancers
in women, so better detection methods which are less invasive are needed. To see why
some women may be neglecting the all-important routine check-up, it is necessary to look
at the current forms of breast cancer detection along with their drawbacks.
There are several different methods of performing clinical breast exams today.
The best technique is a mammogram which takes a series of X-rays of the breast tissue.
This method, while being the most reliable, can produce false results, mainly from
younger women who have higher density breasts than older women. The other main
drawback of a mammogram is that it is extremely invasive. The breasts are compressed
between plastic plates while a technician takes x-rays for approximately thirty minutes.
This creates a very uncomfortable situation for many women. With less comfort, a
woman will be less likely to want to have her next screening, and may skip it. As stated
earlier, it is crucial that women get routine breast cancer screenings.
Another method used for studying the breast is magnetic resonance imaging. This
technique investigates the interior of the breast using a magnet and radio waves. It is
mainly used in addition to a mammogram and is not meant to take the place of it. There
are several problems associated with the MRI. In addition to producing a high rate of
false positives, it is very expensive, not readily available, and requires a specially trained
radiologist to interpret the results.
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The last standard technique for breast investigation is a breast ultrasound. In this
method, sound waves are used to determine the structures in the breast. It does not use
any x-rays, so it is safer in that regard, but it has a high rate of false positive results.
Because of this, it is rarely used. False positive results are a bigger problem than one
might assume because they can result in a large amount of unnecessary anxiety as well as
unnecessary tests which lead to more money being spent.
Because of the vast amount of drawbacks in the current screening processes, it is
definitely an area that needs to be improved. This is why Dr. Magda El-Shenawee has
decided to focus her expertise in electromagnetics to this problem. It is the goal of this
research that a cheaper, less invasive and more accurate solution be innovated. Using
microwave methods, Dr. Magda El-Shenawee, along with her graduate and
undergraduate students, intend to achieve this goal and have been working on it for
several years now.
A solution can never be obtained by just working on it from just one angle, and
this research is no different. There are many areas that must be investigated and sorted
out before an answer can be found. Additionally, all the areas must be combined into one
collective effort which makes the project very appealing to any interested researcher.
There is an opportunity to see many different kinds of research taking place on one
project.
The key areas which must be investigated are electromagnetics, imaging
algorithms, computational biology models, and experimental measurements.

The

research of this thesis falls under the category of computational biology models. These
types of models are needed for several different reasons. Researchers attempting to
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detect breast cancer using microwave modality are still unsure of the probability of
correctly predicting if a tumor can be found by this method in the breast. A great deal of
theoretical work is needed, and thus computational biology models are necessary for this
theoretical work. Also, while performing experiments, it is better to perform as many insilico experiments as possible as it is much more humane than attempting the
experiments on a human or animal which could have detrimental effects to the subject.
Many researchers in the area of breast cancer detection who use microwave
methods utilize engineered breast models in the theoretical portion of their research. By
running simulations on these breast models, they hope to provide a theoretical basis for
experimental results. In Figure 1.2 (below), a sample breast which is similar to one found
in a paper by a researcher using microwave methods to detect breast cancer is shown [5].
A simple look into the most basic anatomy books or websites shows that the model
shown in Figure 1.2 is too much of an oversimplification. Random cylinders and spheres
attempting to explain the complex morphology of the breast ducts is archaic. A tiny
circle for the tumor is an oversimplification as well. A biologically-realistic tumor is
currently being addressed by a graduate student in the group, Seth Shumate.
The biggest problem with using biologically inaccurate models is that they will
deliver inaccurate results and a misunderstanding of the physics of the problem. With
biologically inaccurate results, no conclusions can actually be drawn based on the
simulation results. Thus, there is no reason to perform an experiment on a biologically
inaccurate breast model.
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Figure 1.2: Engineered breast Model

1.2 Thesis Statement
It is the goal of this research to produce two biologically-accurate models of the
breast ducts and vasculature to be used in a realistic breast model. This model will
then be used to develop a more robust method for detecting breast cancer.

1.3 Approach
There are two separate models developed in this research. The first model is of
the human vasculature and the second is of the human breast ducts. In this section of the
thesis, a summary of the overall approach is presented.
The initial work on the vasculature model consisted of researching the biological
background for the problem at hand. Much was learned about the branching morphology
of the blood vessels, and some very interesting experimental research regarding different
formulas was uncovered. These formulas, which were created in attempts to describe the
5

branching morphology, then served as the basis for the research, and they were
implemented in a C++ program. The vasculature model is straightforward since it is
quite formulaic.
Unlike the vasculature model, the breast duct model proved not to be so
formulaic.

Many factors contribute to the growth of the breast duct.

The model

employed in this research is based on two activator-inhibitor reactions which have been
experimentally proven by researchers to naturally occur in the breast. The first reaction,
which

occurs

between

Matrix

Metalloproteinases

and

Tissue

Inhibitors

of

Metalloprotenases, was implemented in a previous model which will be discussed later in
the thesis.

The second reaction occurs between Growth Factors and Transforming

Growth Factor – Beta 1. Additionally, this second reaction occurs only in the fat pad,
and serves to inhibit the growth of the breast duct once it hits the fat pad.

1.4 Potential Impact
The potential impact of this research is far-reaching. The models generated in this
research will be employed in theoretical experiments by Dr. Magda El-Shenawee and her
graduate students to enhance their research on cancer imaging.
Dr. El-Shenawee is currently working on detecting breast cancer using microwave
methods. Many engineers in the field are using extremely primitive breast models which
lead to unrealistic results. The engineers are ignoring biological research. There is a great
divide between the engineers and the biologists, and it is the aim of this research to
narrow that divide. By bringing the power and accuracy of biological models to the
ingenious methods of engineers, this gap can be bridged.
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In addition to bridging the gap, researchers will be able to perform in silico
experiments, this research will serve to allow for faster experimentation as well as more
humane experiments compared to those done on human or animal subjects.

1.5 Organization of this Thesis
The Thesis is organized into six chapters.

The first chapter serves as an

introduction with details including the problem, thesis statement, and potential impact.
The second covers the background behind this research. The third chapter gives a
detailed account of the approach to the problem of modeling the breast ducts and
vasculature. The fourth chapter covers the implementation of the two separate models
developed. Chapter five is an analysis of models, and in chapter six, a few conclusions
will be drawn. See Figure 1.3 for a graphical representation of the flowchart.
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Figure 1.3: Flowchart of Thesis
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Key Concepts

2.1.1 Arteries in the Breast
The vasculature model is concerned completely with the branching arteries of the
breast. The arteries are the blood vessels which carry oxygen-rich blood from the heart to
the body. Blood supplied to the breast is derived from two main arteries [6]. The first of
which is the axillary artery, and it supplies blood primarily to the posterior of the breast.
The second main artery is the internal mammary artery which supplies most of the
anterior of the breast with fresh oxygen and nutrients.

2.1.2

The Breast Duct

Subcutaneous Tissue
Lobes

Ducts

Nipple

Pectoralis Major

Figure 2.1: Sketch of a Human Breast
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The breast ducts, much like the arteries in the breast, employ branching
morphogenesis during growth (See Figure 2.1). A single duct grows from the nipple for
three weeks postpartum. Three to four weeks postpartum, the ovarian function begins,
which leads to an increase in end bud elongation and branching [7]. The end buds then
extend to fill up to two-thirds of the fat pad and branch to form the breast duct.
Relatively little is known about the breast ducts in three-dimensions, mainly due
to the way that samples from the breast are collected to produce three-dimensional
images of the breast [8]. The usual way the three-dimensional breast duct is simulated is
by cutting thin slices of a breast and charting the progress of each duct. Imagine for a
moment the complexity of such a task. The first difficulty is in the size of the slices. If
they are too thin, the work will take ages to complete, and if the slices of the breast are
too thick, it may be impossible to be certain which ducts connect to which point, because
ducts can end at any point and then a different part of the same duct or a completely
different duct can then fill in that area, which would mislead the researchers attempting to
recreate a three-dimensional breast.

Another difficulty, which is not completely

unrelated to the first, is the size of the human breast and the accompanying complexities.
A researcher who is attempting to recreate a three-dimensional breast slice-by-slice may
completely miss a breast duct due to the vast enormity of structures in the breast.
The breast ducts are important to human development because they carry the allimportant milk from the lobes and lobules to the nipple. This milk then serves as the
primary nutrient for a newborn child. They are also important to model because the vast
majority of breast cancer cases are ductcal carcinoma in-situ, meaning the cancer is
actually inside of the ducts. According to American Cancer Society, about 60,000 cases
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of ductcal carcinoma in-situ are diagnosed each year. Thus, it is a necessary part of the
breast to model.
Ductcal carcinoma in-situ is considered to be largely non-invasive and thus a
stage zero cancer. It is usually detected by mammogram and appears as a calcification in
the breast. If left untreated, it is thought that this group of uncontrolled cells can break
out of the breast duct and become invasive. This is why it is so crucial to detect these out
of control cells early in the process.

2.1.3

Cellular Automaton
A cellular automaton is a method used to model biological structures as well as

structures in other fields of study. It is a discrete model, so a grid is set up and each point
in the grid is often considered a cell. These cells then interact with each other and other
nutrients and proteins in the system to create a macroscopic order that, hopefully, mimics
that found in-vivo.
In cellular automata, the cells in the grid interact in two common ways. The first,
which is employed in the breast duct model, is called the Moore neighborhood. Because
it is actually used in the breast duct model, the Moore neighborhood will be visited in
greater detail while describing it. In a Moore neighborhood, a cell is averaged within a
certain neighborhood or radius. All of the cells within the radius are added together and
then that sum is divided by the total number of cells in the neighborhood. In Figure
2.2(below), a Moore neighborhood is illustrated in which the cell with the “x” in it is
getting averaged over all of the grey cells and itself. This is a two-dimensional example
of a Moore neighborhood with radius=2.
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Figure 2.2: An Example of a Moore’s neighborhood

Figure 2.3: An example of a von Neumann neighborhood

The other most common neighborhood in cellular automata is the von Neumann
Neighborhood. Whereas the Moore neighborhood is the set of all cells that one could
walk to if one could walk cardinal or ordinal directions, the von Neumann neighborhood
12

is the set of cells one could travel to by only traversing cardinally. An example of a von
Neumann neighborhood with radius equals to two is shown in Figure 2.3 (above). The
set of grey squares are those included in the neighborhood for the cell with an “x” in it.
The most common two-dimensional cellular automaton was created by John
Conway and is called the Game of Life. In this simulation, there are only three different
rules and it produces very diverse patterns.

The three rules, shown to depict the

simplicity, are:
1) Each live cell with one or without neighbors dies due to loneliness
2) Each live cell with four or more neighbors dies due to overpopulation
3) Each live cell with two or three neighbors survives.
4) Each dormant cell becomes alive if it has exactly three neighbors.
Although it seems that such a simple model is almost trivial, many have spent a
great deal of time discovering new patterns in the model [9]. Cellular automaton is an
extremely robust way of developing simulations and can produce complex patterns from
simple rules.
More recently, researchers have begun to develop more complex cellular
automata models [10]. With just nine rules, dichotomous branching was reasonably
modeled.

The recent push for research in this area comes about because cellular

automata are more easily coded, can represent complex systems using simple rules, and
require less computational effort and storage than traditional partial differential
equations.
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2.2 Literature Review

2.2.1 Vasculature Model
Much of the work in modeling the vasculature stems from the research of M.
Zamir.

He conducted extensive experiments on vasculature of rats, monkeys, and

ultimately humans. From these experiments he has obtained information key to the
model developed in this thesis. Because of his vast contribution in the area, his papers
will be covered in chronological order. This order is natural because his research builds
on itself and each paper reveals a little bit more of the pieces of the puzzle needed to
model the arteries.
One of the first proposed models of the angle of branching in arteries is based on
the principle of minimum work [11]. The authors in [11] claim that if vessels are too
small, the force to distribute blood throughout the entire body would be far too great to be
feasible. If the vessels are too large, the total amount of blood in the body would be
crippling. In his paper he makes use of Poisseuille’s equation and finally comes to the
equations:
cos

(2.1)

cos

(2.2)

Where x and y are the two angles between that which the mother branch makes
with the two daughter branches and r0, r1, and r2 are the radii of the vessels as shown in
Figure 2.4. These equations describe the two angles between the daughter branches as
seen in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of Murray’s Model

In 1978, Zamir published a seminal paper [12] in which he proposes that the
blood vessels in the body form in a certain pattern based on certain factors, and it was his
goal to find exactly why. Our natural intuition tells us that if a vessel bifurcates into two
exactly similar vessels, then the angles between the daughter vessels and the path that the
mother vessel makes would be similar for both daughter vessels. Because he wanted to
avoid researching the obvious, Zamir focuses on non-symmetrical bifurcations in which
the two daughter branches are not the same and thus they will both have different angles
with the magnitude of difference in the angles being dependent on the difference between
the two daughter vessels. Zamir, much like Murray (discussed earlier in this section),
characterizes the difference in the daughter vessels by their radii. The validity of this
choice is discussed in one of Zamir’s later works.
In his paper, Zamir concludes with two different models after elaborated
derivation. They are both theoretical models, and they do not have any experimental
validation in this paper to direct the reader to choose one model over the other. The
15

difference between the two models is that one is based on minimum pumping power and
lumen volume while the other is based on minimum drag and lumen surface.
For minimum drag and lumen surface:
cos

(2.3)

cos

(2.4)

For minimum pumping power and lumen volume:

Where

and

cos

(2.5)

cos

(2.6)

are the two angles between that which the mother branch makes

with the two daughter branches and

is the ratio of the two daughter radii as shown in

Figure 2.4.
In [13], the theoretical models mentioned above are tested and compared to actual
data taken from a human retina. The data lines up quite well with the theoretical models,
but it is not exactly clear which model is better due to a great deal of scatter in the
experimental data. In gathering this data, Zamir admits that it was not completely
optimized since he was looking at a two-dimensional image of a three-dimensional
system. It is the same error a person in an airplane would make while looking at many
roads which appear to connec, but in reality, they overpass each other. The danger is that
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a three-dimensional systems of roads appears to be two-dimensional when viewed from
far away.
In [14], the researcher obtains a cast of an entire rat’s vasculature system. From
this, it is easy to generate detailed measurements which were impossible to obtain using a
two-dimensional picture of a person’s retina. From the data presented in this paper [14],
it becomes clear that the model in which the total shear force on the endothelial tissue is
minimized more closely matches the linear regression of the data. Therefore, this set of
equations is utilized in the modeling of the vasculature. Also, another important fact is
uncovered in obtaining the cast of the rat’s vasculature. It was determined that the two
daughter branches are generally in the same plane as shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Illustration of Zamir’s Model
Additionally, it was determined that the angle Φ, which is the angle between the
mother branch’s plane and the daughter branch’s plane, is generally very small. In fact,
over 70 percent of the time, it was between zero and five degrees. In the paper it is
indicated that although some of the measurements for Φ were larger, this is probably due
to the complexity of measurements and thus should be modeled as nearly a twodimensional process.
17

Another key study is presented in [15] which details facts in regard to the pig
coronary arterial trees, but one of these facts is most important to the work. While
Murray notes that it is possible for a trifurcation where the mother branch continued in
the same path as well as two daughter branches, this is unlikely. The mother branch
which continues, he claims, will just have a smaller radius. The work in [15] uncovers
the fact that in normal vasculature, there is a 98% bifurcation rate and a 2% trifurcation
rate. Based on this fact, it is a very reasonable assumption that in normal vasculature,
there will always be a bifurcation at each junction. In other words, each mother vessel
will always branch into two daughter branches instead of having a possible third which is
a continuation of the mother vessel as proposed by Murray. Kassab et al. in [14] also
determine that the magnitude of the length of the daughter vessels is between 70% to
90% of the length of the mother vessel.
From these papers, a virtual vasculature model was constructed. The actual
implementation and details will be discussed in chapters three and four.

2.2.2

Breast Duct Literature Review
Branching morphology occurs in many biological systems [16-17]. However, the

breast ducts are a bit different as they cannot be simplified to a branching tree like the
vasculature because this presents too much of an oversimplification as the different duct
systems in the breast will inhibit the growth of others and so that must be taken into
consideration in order to get biologically accurate results. As mentioned earlier, the
breast duct is extremely difficult to view or recreate in three-dimensions. Because of this,
little is known about the ducts in the breast. Researchers cannot even agree on the
number of central ducts. The National Breast Cancer Research Institute of Ireland quotes
18

15-20 central ducts [18]. Other sources quote 20 or more [19]. In an extensive study [8]
where 72 breasts which were excised for cancer were analyzed for the number of ducts;
the researchers concluded that the nipples contained 11-48 ducts with a median of 27
central ducts. Interestingly, this study found that “half of the breast was drained by three
ducts and 75% by the largest six.

Conversely, eight small duct systems together

accounted for only 1.6% of breast volume.” This fact serves to prove just how
heterogeneous breast ducts are. There is research present [15,26] that ignores this fact and
attempts to model the breast duct with a tree modeling algorithm. Unfortunately, these
algorithms are inconsistent with actual breast ducts because they do not take into account
how real breast ducts grow. They attempt to recreate the end-product by ignoring the
means by which the breast ducts achieve the intricate patterns present.
It is also theorized and accepted in the breast duct model implemented in this
thesis that the breast ducts create an inhibitor for an adjacent breast duct to grow with it
or even for a breast duct to connect to itself. There is conflicting literature to this theory
[22] which claims that there are, however minutely, some ductal anastomoses in the
human breast. An anatomosis occurs when one of the breast duct systems either connects
back to itself or connects to another breast duct system. In [22], there were only two
anastomoses with a duct network other than itself, so this number is almost negligible
considering how many different bifurcations there are in all of the breast duct systems.
Also, the only two anastomoses occurred in the same duct. It is slightly suspicious that
this duct had two while all the others had none.

The method used to gather this

information was slicing 2 mm sections of breast with computer assistance. It is very
possible that this may have been a mistake of the computer. To illustrate the potential
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pitfalls of this method, in [23], the authors claim to have maybe found four duct systems
with anastomoses in a breast with 16 ducts, but concede that “ it is possible, however,
that the ducts with anastomoses, in fact, were part of the same ductal system uniting with
each other with one of Teboul and Halliwell's common collectors behind the nipple.”
This is an area of constant debate amongst researchers studying breast biology, and will
be addressed in the implementation of the breast duct system.
2.2.2.2 Models Underlying the Breast Duct Model
The first model which provides the basis for the proposed breast duct model is
extremely robust. It is a generic activator-inhibitor model which is well-known to be the
backbone of many biological systems [24]. It is modeled using a cellular automaton due
to the advantages listed previously in this thesis. In addition to these previously-listed
reasons, a powerful quotation of Wolpert (1977) sums it all up: “It is clear that the egg
contains not a description of the adult but a program for making it. And this program
may be simpler than the description. Relatively simple cellular forces can give rise to
complex changes in form; it seems simpler to specify how to make complex shapes than
to describe them.” [25] Indeed, many of the shapes and patterns formed by the breast
ducts can be described by just a few rules.
The rules involved with the model in [10] are as follows:
1) If u > d·v, then u=c·u·s
2) If u > Umax, then u=Umax
3) U=d1 ·U – d2
4) If U<0, then U=0
5) V=d3 ·v –d4
20

6) If V<0, then V=0
7) V= Γ ·U + V
8) If U>E, then g=1
9) If g=1, then s=s+ α- β1·s

Else s=s+ α- β0·s
10) If g=1, then u=u+ η
11) If g=1 for more than n time steps, then s=s-( β2 - β1) ·s
12) Averaging over Moore neighborhoods
Where V is the inhibitor, U is the activator, g is the genetic switch, s is the substrate,
and c, d, d1, d2, d3, d4, α, β0, and β1 are constant parameters which can be changed to
achieve different patterns with the model.

With merely 12 rules, the author is able to

produce realistic branching morphology. To produce this would take several partial
differential equations each costing a great deal of computational power. The second
model [25] (flowchart in Figure 2.6) is actually an extension of the model above. It
functions on the basis that breast ducts elongate and bifurcate as a result of the
extracellular matrix breaking down. So there is an activator (matrix metalloproteinases)
and an inhibitor (tissue inhibitors of Metalloproteinases), and these matrix
metalloproteinases serve to break down the extracellular matrix, mainly the collagen and
laminin.
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Figure 2.6: Flowchart of Model Proposed by Grant et al.

It would be an interesting investigation to see if high level of this extracellular
matrix degrading MMP’s are necessarily associated with duct growth.

This model

assumes that if there is a high level of MMP’s, there will be duct growth in the area since
the extracellular matrix has been broken down in that area.
If MMP reaches a certain value at a point in the model, then that point will
become a breast duct cell. If there is a cell at a certain point in the matrix, then that cell
will inhibit the proliferation of growth factors by inhibiting growth factor in that specific
cell which will be averaged over a Moore Neighborhood of three. However, growth
factor is an activator of MMP. Therefore, if a point is a breast duct cell, it will eventually
be inhibiting MMP which in turn inhibits the creation of new breast duct cells. This
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prevents anastamoses in the model. MMP also is an activator of TIMP which is an
inhibitor of MMP. Henceforth, there is an element of feedback in the system. There is a
random number between zero and one which is added to Growth Factor and allows for
variation in the system.
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3. APPROACH

3.1 High Level Design
In the most general sense, the design was of a generic breast vasculature system
as well as a breast duct system. It was necessary that both of the models be biologically
accurate. For the vasculature model, experimental procedures used were assumed to be
biologically accurate. For the breast duct model, however, the pre-existing models, as
well as experimental findings of researchers in the field, were heavily used.

3.2 Vasculature Model Design
The vasculature model begins with a single mother branch. This mother branch
then splits into two separate daughter branches at certain angles with certain magnitudes.
In the model, the mother branch only bifurcates, and does not trifurcate. The lack of
trifurcation, which does actually occur in nature, is justified by researchers G.S. Kassab
et al [15], who determining that in normal vasculature, there is a 98 percent bifurcation
rate and 2 percent trifurcation rate [15]. In other words, in normal people’s blood vessels,
at each junction where there is a split in the vessels, it usually (98 percent of the time)
splits into two different daughter vessels and rarely (2 percent of the time) splits into
three different daughter vessels. Ninety-eight percent is large enough that, even though
this research aims to get away from the “engineering” models of breast ducts, it is
approximated as 100 percent.
Now that the manner of splitting has been determined, it is important to describe
the angles between the daughter cells as described by x and y in Figure 7 presented
earlier in this thesis. As explained earlier, Zamir conducted considerable research in this
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area. The equations for the two angles between the daughter branches are derived based
on minimum drag and lumen surface and are:

θ1 = cos

−1

θ 2 = cos

((1 + α

)

3/ 2 2 / 3

(

+1−α

)

1/ 3

2 1 + α 3/ 2

−1

((1 + α
2α

)

3/ 2 2 / 3

1/ 2

)
)

+ α −1

(1 + α )

3 / 2 1/ 3

(3.1)

(3.2)

The alpha used in these equations is the ratio of the larger radius squared divided
by the radius of the smaller daughter vessel squared:
2
r2
α= 2
r1

(3.3)

Also, it is important to take into account the angle Φ as described in Figure 2.5.
According to the detailed research from Zamir which was discussed earlier in this thesis,
the bifurcation usually occurs on approximately the same plane as the mother vessel. In
the implementation of this information, Φ is taken to be randomly selected between zero
and ten degrees. A Φ of larger than ten degrees is very unlikely biologically. Therefore

Φ is taken from a uniform distribution from zero to ten degrees:
φ = {0°,10°}

(3.4)

The magnitude, or length, of the daughter vessels is also needed to complete the
model. Also determined by Kassab et al [14], the length of the daughter vessels in
comparison to the mother vessel is 70 percent to 90 percent of the mother vessel.
So, as a brief review, a mother branch begins in the model. From this branch, two
daughter branches “grow”. From the mother branch, the daughter branches split at
certain angles based on physiological principles. These angles are determined by the
radii of the daughter branches. The smaller daughter vessel will have a larger branching
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angle while the larger daughter vessel will have a smaller branching angle as shown in
Figure 2.4.

3.3 Breast Duct Model Design

The breast duct model was based off of the previously detailed model of Grant et
al [15]. The main reason for choosing this model is that it is biologically based. The

activator-inhibitor reaction which occurs in this model is well-documented [26] and
according to [25], “Generates results that are qualitatively similar to those observed invivo.” The work in [25] only gives results for a two-dimensional model with only one
breast duct system growing, so it is not clear from the paper if this model could
potentially recreate a breast duct.
It is further important to note that the authors of [25] did not show the interaction
of more than one breast duct system in the paper. Comparing a single breast duct system
growing in-silico can hardly be compared to anything in-vivo. In the beginning, the goal
was to produce results based off of the model implemented in [25] to recreate several
breast ducts system growing simultaneously. Only then, could it be seen if the model
actually executes like that in-vivo with a few duct systems growing much less than
others.
Another problem that occurred with [25] is that the model tended to congregate
on the edge of the boundary. This problem seemed to have two different solutions. Both
were investigated, and in the end the most biologically-realistic implementation of the
breast ducts was realized.
The first problematic implementation in the breast duct model dealt with
boundary conditions. The original model stated that “The simulation is implemented as a
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2D square grid cellular automata with closed boundaries.” A closed boundary is quite a
vague term to use. A closed boundary means that no nutrients may enter or leave the
grid.

The vagueness comes into play when one is trying to discern how this was

implemented. There are two different ways that the author of this thesis implemented
closed boundaries. The first was just to close off all of the boundaries, so going back to
the illustration of the Moore Neighborhood, it is clear to see the problem with this
approach in Figure 3.1. On the edges and corners of the grid, those cells tend to
accumulate more nutrients due to the fact that the averaging done in the model at those
cells is over less of a neighborhood. This causes distortions and inconsistencies in the
grid which lead to biologically unrealistic results. This goes against the goals of this
research.

Figure 3.1: Problem with Closed Boundaries
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Where the red squares are the closed boundary, the cell with an “x” is the cell of interest,
and the blue squares are all of those which contribute to the nutrient level in the cell with
an “x” in the middle.
The next closed boundaries implemented were periodic boundaries. Periodic
boundaries meet the requirement of closed boundaries in that no nutrients are allowed in
the grid and no nutrients are allowed outside of the grid. In this configuration, if a point
is on the edge or corner, it will be averaged over the same number of cells as the points in
the middle of the grid. An illustration of this is shown below (Figure 3.2) where the cell
of interest has an “x” in the middle of it, and the cells which will be averaged over are in
blue. The boundaries are shown in red. The cell which is at the left of the grid is actually
affected by those on the most right portion of the grid. If one were to be considering a
breast, this is extremely unreasonable. It would mean that cells on the most left point
could interact with those on the most right (see Figure 3.2) even though they do not come
close to being in the same vicinity in a person’s lifetime. Even more unacceptable, this
leads to a breast duct growing from the bottom of the grid when the aim was to grow one
from the top to bottom because the nutrients in the model were allowed to flow from the
initial influx at the top to the bottom in just one iteration. This proved also to be a
horrible boundary condition for the cellular automata.
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Figure 3.2: Problem with Periodic Boundaries
After attempting the only two methods available and arriving at biologically
inaccurate solutions, the question was raised – what actually inhibits the breast ducts
from taking over the whole breast? Why do they not consume the whole fat pad?
Upon encountering these obstacles, more research was needed in order to attempt
to discover the answer. In relation to this problem, [7] States, “Excellent evidence that
TGF-β1 (Transforming Growth Factor) naturally inhibits this infilling, possibly by
blocking hepatocyte growth factor synthesis.”

Hepatocyte growth factor can be

synthesized in the fat pad. So, an addition was made to the model proposed by Grant et
al [25] as shown in Figure 3.3. In the fat pad, growth factor is inhibited by transforming
growth factor – beta one as proposed by Silberstein [7].
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Figure 3.3: Addition to breast duct model
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4. IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Vasculature Model Implementation

As detailed earlier in the thesis, the implementation of the vasculature model is an
original one and is based off of the research of several experimental results. The model
was implemented on a PC running Microsoft Windows XP. The programming language
used was C++ and the IDE for that programming language was Dev-C++.
The implementation begins with a mother branch. This mother branch is assumed
to come from one of the major arteries of the breast. The two main arteries in the breast
are the axillary artery and the internal mammary artery. This mother branch will then
bifurcate into two daughter vessels. The different information and equations that govern
this bifurcation have been fully detailed earlier in the thesis.
The sketch in Figure 4.1 shows how the model developed in this research will be
implemented in the simulated breast. Depending on the size of the breast (which will be
determined by computational limitations), the initial mother branches will have different
sizes. Seth Shumate produced a sketch that combines vessels with the vasculature model
illustrated in 4.1. The purpose is to show exactly how the vessels will be able to grow in
the breast. Placement was determined by viewing models [27] and then qualitatively
placing those vessels in the breast. In future research, the vasculature and breast duct
models will be combined, where a path finding algorithm will allow the vessels to find
their way around the breast ducts without intersection.
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Figure 4.1: Simulated Vessels in a Sketch of the Breast

4.2 Breast Duct Model Implementation
There were two improvements to the original model proposed by Grant et al [26].
The first is that multiple duct systems were allowed to grow at the same time. With this
advancement, it was necessary to determine the cause of breast duct inhibition at the fat
pad. A likely cause was determined, and an enhancement was made to the existing
model.
The very first attempt at the two-dimension recreation of Grant et al’s work [26]
was programmed using C++ and the Dev-C++ IDE on a PC running Microsoft Windows
XP. The program created in C++ outputs the coordinates of the breast duct cells, and a
custom script coded by Seth Shumate visualizes the activity. Refer to appendices A and B
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for the programs. Upon completing the two-dimensional model with satisfactory results
(Figure 4.2) where the parameter “C” is equal to two, work began on a three-dimensional
model of the breast duct.

Figure 4.2: Original Two-Dimensional Results
Two things were now needed at this time: 1) 10 of these breast duct systems in the
final design, and 2) The edge of the fat pad would have to be taken into consideration.
Previously, as seen in Figure 4.2, a point in the corner would manually be set (as they did
in the original paper) to have a high value of MMP. This MMP would then propagate
throughout the grid and create different branches. Now, however, the breast ducts would
have to begin in the middle of the grid which was not anything that had been investigated
before. In the first attempt without any modification, it failed. Instead of being averaged
over a smaller neighborhood like that of Figure 2.2, the original high concentration was
“dying” before it even got started because it was being averaged over such a large
neighborhood.
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This prompted a change in the parameters in the model, with “C” being increased
to above 3. The first attempts at a three-dimensional model can be seen in Figure 4.3
below. It is a cross-section, and it clearly has problems.

Figure 4.3: Cross-Section of First Attempt at Three-Dimensions
In the first attempt at a three-dimensional model, the parameters were restricted
to a conical area. In order to see how this cross-sectional area was taken, refer to Figure
4.4 below.

Figure 4.4: Illustration of Cross Section of Breast Duct
A cross-section in this manner would create a two-dimensional circle. In Figure
4.3, this circle is plain to see, and a ring has formed around the breast ducts. It has
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formed, as mentioned previously in detail, because the cells at that point are not averaged
by as large of a neighborhood and are thus allowed to become cells more easily than their
neighbors on the inside. This new development then encouraged a new direction in the
research project.
The two-dimensional model was then revisited, but this time it was to investigate
the two main questions posed after implementing the three-dimensional version. First,
can multiple breast duct systems grow in this model? If so, how will they interact?
Secondly, what inhibited breast duct growth at the edge of the fat pad?
A problem with the aforementioned setup was with the disconnected nature of it
all. It was necessary to run the simulation program, wait a bit, start up Blender, run a
script, and then finally see what happened in the simulation after a specified number of
iterations. What was needed was a way to visualize the simulation as it was running.
Allegro was then selected as the graphics library compatible with C++. It was selected
for its ease of use and its robustness. It was added to the existing simulation program,
and researchers were now able to view what was happening as it was happening. This
was an advantage in terms of time. Instead of having to wait up to thirty minutes for
everything to work in a series of steps in order to get a snapshot of what was happening
with the simulation at one point in time, a researcher is now able to watch it in real time.
Next, the research of Silberstein [7], which was previously discussed in the thesis,
was explored and implemented in the simulation.

A fat pad was created in the

simulation, and three breast duct system seeds which are just large amounts of MMP at
different intervals in the simulation were planted. More specifically, they were placed at
points (75, 0), (90, 0) and (125, 0). The odd intervals were implemented in order to
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investigate the interactions between the duct systems at different intervals as shown in
Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Improved Two-Dimensional Model

Upon completing the implementation in two-dimensions of the improved breast
duct model, the arduous three-dimensional model was revisited once again. This time,
however, new information had been located to implement a better model. C++ was used
in the simulation, and Blender was used to view the results similar to the first twodimensional model.
First results were again either non-existent due to low values of the parameter “C”
or out of control. It was necessary to fit the parameters so the same patterns seen in twodimensions could be seen in the three-dimensional model, but each simulation, instead of
taking around thirty minutes, now took several hours if the grid was small (80 cells × 80
cells × 80 cells). This made fitting parameters a time-consuming task. It was extremely
important to budget time at this part of the research.
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A three-dimensional program, similar to the two-dimensional one, was attempted
in which the user could track the growth of the breast duct in real time. OpenGL, which
is one of the fastest three-dimensional API’s, was used but could never be made with an
adequate amount of speed for the project as the entire scene had to be rendered each time
the user wanted to change the angle on the scene. Blender proved to be much better
suited for this, as the program was specifically made for rendering three-dimensional
objects. The speed in which OpenGL was able to be utilized is one of the few failures in
the research project discussed in this thesis. Blender is good enough for the job, so the
failure was not critical in any way.

Figure 4.6: Three-Dimensional Breast Duct Model Results; Single Breast Duct
(Left) and Cross Section of Breast Duct (Right)
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Figure 4.6 (above) illustrates one of the first acceptable results from the threedimensional breast duct model. The results in Figure 4.7 are superior from fine-tuning
the parameters in the model shown earlier in the thesis. Figure 4.6 illustrates a great
number of breast duct cells at the very top in a large clump. This is biologically
inaccurate, as the breast duct starts as a single branch and then elongates and bifurcates at
the tip to produce the full breast duct system. In Figure 4.7, the level of transforming
growth factor – beta one, which inhibits growth factor in the fat pad in the model, is
increased. Additionally, the Moore Neighborhood for growth factor was increased from
three to four. This was needed so that growth factor could both travel faster with lower
levels in the entire grid.

Duct Cells

Figure 4.7: Improved Breast Duct System (Left) and Cross Section of Improved Breast
Duct System (Right)
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5. ANALYSIS

5.1 Analysis of Vasculature Model

Beginning with a Figure (5.1), this section will explain some key features of the
vasculature model with analysis.

Figure 5.1: Numerical Results of a Branching Vessel
The vessel above is the result of a single simulation with the model and approach
detailed earlier in the thesis. The vessel is clearly branching. The daughter vessels are
visibly shorter than the mother vessels from which they come. In agreement to the work
of Zamir discussed earlier in the thesis, the bifurcations occur largely on a twodimensional plane with a slight amount of three dimensional branching. As Kassab et al
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[15] found experimentally, the mother vessels bifurcate into two daughter vessels. The
model agrees with the experimental research in the field which was the aim of creating a
biologically realistic model.

5.2 Analysis of Breast Duct Model

As previously mentioned, the breast ducts are extremely difficult for researchers
to visualize in three-dimensions. Because of this, an analysis between the model in this
work and those observed in-vivo is very difficult.
However, a few key points can be made about the model proposed in this thesis
versus that in nature. In Silberstein’s paper [7], he notes how the breast ducts tend to trail
off in nature while approaching the fat pad. In Figure 5.2 below, areas are circled where
this occurs in the model, suggesting that it is at least qualitatively similar to that observed
in nature.

Figure 5.2: Breast Duct Formation at the Fat Pad
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Also, by changing different parameters in the model, it can be fit to different
women. For example, an older woman has smaller breast ducts and less dense breasts.
In order to take this into account, the parameter “c” is lowered and a thinner breast duct is
formed. If a younger woman’s breast ducts are attempting to be modeled, then the
parameter c would need to be bigger. If a pregnant woman’s ducts were being modeled,
c would need to be even bigger.

The next Figures (5.3 and 5.4) demonstrate this

relationship in a few examples.

C = 2.3

C=3

Figure 5.3: Breast Duct

Figure 5.4: Breast Duct

with C = 2.3

with C = 3.0

Figure 5.3 illustrates a breast duct of perhaps an older lady whose breast ducts
have began to shrink while Figure 5.4 is a simulation of a woman who is much younger
and has much denser breasts. Both figures have three breast duct systems all starting in
the same spots on the grid. Also, both figures exhibit branching morphology with breast
ducts ending at the fat pad. This is congruent with that seen in vivo.
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Figure 5.5: MMP and TIMP Interaction of a Non-Breast Duct Cell
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Figure 5.6: MMP and TIMP Interaction of a Breast Duct Cell
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In Figures 5.5 and 5.6 are graphs of the levels of MMP and TIMP in the breast
duct model at two different points. In Figure 5.5, the graph is for a point at which MMP
never reaches the threshold of epsilon (120) to become a breast duct cell. The largest
factor (of course there are many which play a role in this process) keeping the cell from
becoming a breast duct cell is that MMP never reaches a level twice that of TIMP. In
rule one (refer to chapter two), MMP will never receive that big boost which multiplies it
by “C” because it never makes it to the required level.
In Figure 5.6, the MMP experiences a very sharp linear climb starting at around
57 iterations. This is due to a large amount of MMP in surrounding cells which sparks a
sharp rise. TIMP cannot keep up at this point, but rises in a slow exponential curve to
eventually bring MMP back down. In both graphs, even though it is difficult to see on
the small graphs inserted in this thesis, TIMP gets a head start on MMP, with levels
beginning to increase at about 10 iterations before those of MMP begin increasing. This
is because TIMP is averaged over a larger Moore neighborhood of six versus the Moore
neighborhood of 2 for MMP.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary

In this thesis, two separate models of the internal structures in the breast were
developed and implemented. The first model is for the vasculature systems. It is largely
based on experimental data and observations from nature. The vasculature system begins
with a mother branch which then bifurcates to two daughter branches which in turn
become mother branches which bifurcate. This goes on until the daughter branches are
small enough to not matter.
The second model presented in this thesis was the breast duct model. It is based
on a reaction-diffusion process which has been used to model different patterns which
include branching morphogenesis [23] like that in the breast duct. There is an activator
(MMP) and an inhibitor (TIMP) as well as other nutrients (Growth Factors).

6.2 Contributions

This thesis contributes to the computational biology and breast cancer research
fields in a number of ways.
In the area of computational biology, this thesis draws upon experimental findings
in the vasculature system and furthers the research of a pre-existing model of the breast
ducts. While experimental work is very important, it is also important to apply the
research to real world systems. This thesis aims to bridge the gap between the work of
experimental researchers and engineers. All too often, engineers use less than desirable
set-ups in the name of simplification. While that may work for some cases, the breast is
definitely not one of those. The vasculature model completed and detailed in this thesis
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directly draws from researchers in the field and implements a realistic model. The breast
duct model which is completed and explained in this thesis draws largely on a preexisting model which drew on a pre-existing model while both made the model more
realistic by implementing biologically realistic facts into their respective model. The
model implemented in this thesis is no different in that a model was taken and improved
upon it with a biological basis.
In terms of breast cancer research, the research done in this thesis will most
assuredly be used in the field for experimental analysis of the breast. As previously
mentioned, Dr. Magda El-Shenawee and her graduate students are currently developing a
method for a non-invasive, improved method for early breast cancer detection. In the
theoretical portion of the development, biologically accurate models are needed to
produce biologically accurate results. In the end, this research will hopefully contribute
to the betterment of some person’s life somewhere down the line by providing a better
testing system.

6.3 Future Work

While this thesis provides the basic framework for a simulated breast, more work
is needed in several areas.
The vasculature and breast duct models need to be combined.

The main

impedance from joining the two is the vast amount of computational power needed to do
so. It will take arrays larger than the largest allowed by most programming languages, so
several of these gigantic arrays will need to be joined together. Undertaking a project of
this size on a desktop PC is clearly not an option at the current speed of desktop PC’s.
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Future researchers bringing the two together will further need to overcome the
fact that the vasculature model does not take into consideration any other structures that
may stand in its way. It would be biologically inaccurate, which is what this research is
attempting to overcome, to have the vasculature model intersect the breast ducts. The
author of the thesis has already determined that a path finding technique, specifically the
A* algorithm, would be a perfect candidate for this task. The A* algorithm is a path
finding technique which finds the shortest route from point A to point B. The breast
ducts would initially be allowed to grow and fill the breast, and then the points at which
the vasculature would like to go will be computed. After these points are computed, the
ones that are overlapping the breast ducts would be moved slightly so that they do not
intersect the breast ducts. Consequently, a path finding algorithm, like A* would be used
to allow the vasculature to weave its way around the breast ducts, creating a biologically
realistic breast model.
Upon completing the integration of the vasculature and breast duct models, the
models will be combined with a ductal carcinoma in-situ tumor model developed by a
graduate student, Seth Shumate, working in a research group under Dr. Magda ElShenawee. He has developed a model which qualitatively recreates the different patterns
observed in nature. Dr. Magda El-Shenawee and her graduate students will then be able
to perform in-silico experiments on a biologically realistic recreation of a breast with
ductal carcinoma in-situ growing in it.
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A. TWO-DIMENSIONAL BREAST DUCT MODEL SOURCE CODE
#include <cstdlib>
#include <iostream>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <fstream>
#include <iostream>
#include <iomanip>
#include <time.h>
#include <allegro.h>
#define maxX 200
#define maxY 200
#define alpha .2
#define betanaught .2
#define betaone 1
#define betatwo 1
#define deltaone .9
#define deltatwo 1
#define deltathree .5
#define deltafour .5
#define rho .01
#define gamma .5
#define epsilon 140.0
#define d 2
#define MMPmax 250
#define nu 0
#define iterations 500
using namespace std;
float CELL[maxX][maxY];
float GF[maxX][maxY];
float TIMP[maxX][maxY];
float MMP[maxX][maxY];
float TEMPCELL[maxX][maxY];
float TEMPGF[maxX][maxY];
float TEMPTIMP[maxX][maxY];
float TEMPMMP[maxX][maxY];
float TGFB[maxX][maxY];//need to make tgfb stronger as it goes to the
//wall ranges from 0 to 1
int main() {
srand(10);
allegro_init();
install_keyboard();
install_timer();
install_mouse();
enable_hardware_cursor();
int
int
int
int
int

xcord;
ycord;
zcount;
growths;
icount;
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int iicount;
set_color_depth(32);
set_gfx_mode(GFX_AUTODETECT_WINDOWED,800,640,0,0);
clear_to_color(screen,makecol(255,255,255));
int blue = makecol( 0, 0, 255);
int pink = makecol( 255, 20, 147);
float RANDZEROTOONE = 0.0;
float c=3.2;
int tempi=0;
int tempj=0;
int NEWVAR=0;
int kk = 0;
int i=0;
int j=0;
int ii=0;
int jj=0;
int itcount=0;
int tempii=0;
int tempjj=0;
int silly = 0; //counters
float mmpacc=0;
float timpacc=0.0 ; //accumulators for the averaging bit
float gfacc = 0.0;
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for (j=0;j<maxY;j++){
//if(i>70 && i<80)
GF[i][j] = .75;
//else GF[i][j] = 0;
MMP[i][j] = 0.0;
CELL[i][j] = 0;
TIMP[i][j] = 0.0;
TGFB[i][j] = 0;
}
}
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for (j=0;j<maxY;j++){
if(4*i+j<210){
TGFB[i][j]=.06*(50-i);
//sets tgfb to behighest on outside wall to the fatty pad
}//if
if(j-4*i<-600){
TGFB[i][j]=.06*(i-150);
}//if
}
}
//set initial
MMP[124][0] =
MMP[125][0] =
MMP[126][0] =

values for MMP in the grid
250 ;
250 ;
250 ;
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MMP[90][0] = 250 ;
MMP[91][0] = 250 ;
MMP[92][0] = 250 ;
MMP[75][0] = 250 ;
MMP[76][0] = 250 ;
MMP[77][0] = 250 ;
//MMP[150][1] = 250 ;
//MMP[170][2] = 250 ;
//MMP[70][1] = 250 ;
//MMP[50][2] = 250 ;
//MMP[30][1] = 250 ;
//MMP[550][2] = 250 ;
//MMP[750][1] = 250 ;
//MMP[750][2] = 250 ;
//MMP[750][1] = 250 ;
//MMP[750][2] = 250 ;
//MMP[950][1] = 250 ;
//MMP[950][2] = 250 ;
printf("iterations = %i \n", iterations );
//overall main loop
for(itcount = 0; itcount<iterations; itcount++){
while (!key[KEY_ESC]) {
//printf("iteration currently on = %i \n", itcount );
//if(itcount==100) c=2.3; good idea nad will work!
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for (j=0;j<maxY;j++){
//FIRST RULE

if(MMP[i][j] > (d * TIMP[i][j])){
MMP[i][j] = (c * MMP[i][j]* GF[i][j]);
}
//SECOND RULE
if(MMP[i][j] > MMPmax)
{
MMP[i][j] = MMPmax;
}
//THIRD RULE
MMP[i][j] = deltaone * MMP[i][j] - deltatwo;
//FOURTH RULE
if(MMP[i][j] < 0){
MMP[i][j] = 0;
}
//5TH RULE
TIMP[i][j] = deltathree*TIMP[i][j] - deltafour;
//6TH RULE
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if(TIMP[i][j] < 0)
{
TIMP[i][j] = 0;
}
//7th rule
TIMP[i][j] = gamma * MMP[i][j] + TIMP[i][j];
//8th rule
TIMP[i][j] = TIMP[i][j] + nu;
//9th rule
if(MMP[i][j] > 120.0){
CELL[i][j] = 1;
}
//10th rule
if(CELL[i][j] > .800){
GF[i][j] = GF[i][j] + alpha - betaone*GF[i][j];
}
else{
GF[i][j]=GF[i][j] + alpha -betanaught*GF[i][j];
}
GF[i][j]=GF[i][j]*(1-TGFB[i][j]);
//11th rule averaging
}
}
for (ii=0;ii<maxX;ii++){
for (jj=0;jj<maxY;jj++){
TEMPMMP[ii][jj]=MMP[ii][jj];
TEMPTIMP[ii][jj]=TIMP[ii][jj];
TEMPGF[ii][jj]=GF[ii][jj];
TEMPCELL[ii][jj]=CELL[ii][jj];
}}
///////////////////////averaging!
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for (j=0;j<maxY;j++){
tempi = i;
tempj = j;
//MMP
mmpacc = 0.0;
timpacc = 0.0;
gfacc = 0.0;
NEWVAR=0;
for(ii = i - 1; ii <= i + 1; ii++ ){
for(jj = j - 1; jj <= j + 1; jj++){
if( (ii >= 0) && (ii < maxX) && (jj >= 0) && (jj < maxY) ){
mmpacc = mmpacc + MMP[ii][jj];
NEWVAR=NEWVAR+1;
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}//if it is in bounds
}
}
mmpacc = mmpacc / NEWVAR;//mmp is averaged over 25

TEMPMMP[i][j] = mmpacc;
mmpacc = 0.0;
NEWVAR = 0;
//TIMP
for(ii = i - 6; ii <= i + 6; ii++){
for(jj = j - 6; jj <= j + 6; jj++){
if((jj >= 0) && (jj < maxY) && (ii >= 0) && (ii < maxX)){
timpacc = timpacc + TIMP[ii][jj];
NEWVAR++;
}//if in bounds
}
}
timpacc = timpacc / NEWVAR;
TEMPTIMP[i][j] = timpacc;
timpacc=0.0;
NEWVAR = 0;
if(4*i+j>=210 && j-4*i>=-610){
//GF
for(ii = i - 3; ii <= i + 3; ii++){
for(jj = j - 3; jj <= j + 3; jj++){
if((jj >= 0) && (jj < maxY) && (ii >= 0) && (ii < maxX)){
gfacc = gfacc + GF[ii][jj];
NEWVAR++;
}
}
}
gfacc = gfacc / NEWVAR;//averaged over 49 for GF
TEMPGF[i][j] = gfacc;
gfacc=0.0;
NEWVAR = 0;
}//if
}//for
}//for
for (ii=0;ii<maxX;ii++){
for (jj=0;jj<maxY;jj++){

MMP[ii][jj]=TEMPMMP[ii][jj];
TIMP[ii][jj]=TEMPTIMP[ii][jj];
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GF[ii][jj]=TEMPGF[ii][jj];
CELL[ii][jj]=TEMPCELL[ii][jj];

}}
//RULE 12!!!!
for (ii=0;ii<maxX;ii++){
for (jj=0;jj<maxY;jj++){
RANDZEROTOONE = rand() %100;
RANDZEROTOONE = RANDZEROTOONE/100;

GF[ii][jj]=GF[ii][jj] + rho*RANDZEROTOONE;
}}
////output after all of the rules
//drawing in allegro
rect(screen, 0, 0, 200, 200, blue);
line(screen, 50, 0, 0, 200, blue);
line(screen, 150, 0, 200, 200, blue);
if(itcount%10==0){
//output to text file
ofstream myfile;
myfile.open ("c:\\documents and
settings\\greenle\\desktop\\ductca.txt", ios::app);
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for(j=0;j<maxY;j++){
if(CELL[i][j]>.95){
kk++;
putpixel(screen,i,j, pink);
}
}
}
myfile<<kk<<endl;
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for(j=0;j<maxY;j++){
if(CELL[i][j]>.95){
myfile<<i<<" "<<j<<" "<<endl;
}
}
}

kk=0;
}//if itcount
}//while keypress not escape

}
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ofstream myfile;
myfile.open ("c:\\documents and
settings\\greenle\\desktop\\ductca.txt", ios::app);
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for(j=0;j<maxY;j++){
if(CELL[i][j]>.95){
kk++;
}
}
}
myfile<<kk<<endl;
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for(j=0;j<maxY;j++){
if(CELL[i][j]>.95){
myfile<<i<<" "<<j<<" "<<endl;
}
}
}

readkey();
allegro_exit();
return 0;
}
END_OF_MAIN()
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B. VASCULATURE MODEL SOURCE CODE
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<cstdlib>
<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<math.h>
<fstream>
<iostream>
<iomanip>
<time.h>

using namespace std;
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
float x[10000], y[10000], z[10000];
x[0] = 0;
y[0] = 0;
z[0] = 0;
int M = 30;
int N = 100;
float randomthirtytohundred ;
float randomseventytohundred;
float dnaught = 500.0; //500.0; //micrometers
float done;
float dtwo;
float areone;
float aretwo;
float alpha;
int i;
int stime;
long ltime;
int tempi;
float phi1=0;
float phi2=0;
float thetaone;
float thetatwo;
float magnitude;
float magnitude1=50;
float magnitude2=50;
float asymmetry_ratio;
float magnitude_ratio1;
float magnitude_ratio2;
magnitude =20;
int xi,yi,zi,xi1,yi1,zi1;
//rand

change the magnitude

for (i=1;i<3000;i++)
{
if(i%2 == 1)
{
randomthirtytohundred = M + rand() / (RAND_MAX / (N - M + 1) + 1);
asymmetry_ratio = randomthirtytohundred/100;
done = dnaught/pow((1+pow(asymmetry_ratio,3)),1/3);
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printf("%f \n", done);
dtwo
=
(dnaught*asymmetry_ratio)/pow((1+pow(asymmetry_ratio,3)),1/3);
printf("%f \n", dtwo);
dnaught=(done+dtwo)/2;
areone = done/2;
aretwo = dtwo/2;
ltime = time(NULL);
stime = (unsigned) ltime/2;
srand(stime);
if( areone > aretwo){
alpha = pow(aretwo,2)/pow(areone,2); //generate our alpha for
this particular set
}
else{
alpha = (pow(areone,2))/(pow(aretwo,2));
}
thetaone = thetaone + (acos((pow(1 + (pow(alpha, (3/2))),(2/3)) +
1 - alpha)/(2*(pow(1+ pow(alpha,3/2), 1/3)))))*57.29;
printf("theta one: %f \n", thetaone*57.29);
thetatwo = thetatwo + acos((pow(1 + (pow(alpha, (3/2))),(2/3)) 1 + alpha)/(2*(pow(alpha,1/2))*pow(1+ pow(alpha,3/2),1/3)))*57.29;
printf("theta two: %f \n", thetatwo*57.29);
phi1 = phi1 + ((0) + rand() / (RAND_MAX / (15 + (0) + 1) + 1)) ((0) + rand() / (RAND_MAX / (15 + (0) + 1) + 1));
printf("phi1 : %f \n", phi1);
phi2 = phi2 + ((0) + rand() / (RAND_MAX / (15 + (0) + 1) + 1)) ((0) + rand() / (RAND_MAX / (15 + (0) + 1) + 1));
printf("phi2 : %f \n", phi2);
tempi = floor((i-1)/2);
//(i-1)/2;
x[i] = x[tempi]+ sin(phi1/57.2957795 )* cos(thetaone/57.2957795
)*magnitude1;
y[i] = y[tempi] + sin(phi1/57.2957795 ) * sin(thetaone/57.2957795
)*magnitude1;
z[i] = z[tempi] + cos(phi1/57.2957795 ) * magnitude1;
x[i+1] = x[tempi]+ sin(phi2/57.2957795 )* cos(thetatwo/57.2957795
)*magnitude2;
y[i+1] = y[tempi] + sin(phi2/57.2957795 ) * sin(thetatwo/57.2957795
)*magnitude2;
z[i+1] = z[tempi] + cos(phi2/57.2957795 ) * magnitude2;
randomseventytohundred = 80 + rand() / (RAND_MAX / (95 - 80 + 1) +
1);
magnitude1 = magnitude1 * .90 ; //randomseventytohundred/100;
//random range from .7 to .9
randomseventytohundred = 80 + rand() / (RAND_MAX / (95 - 80 + 1)
+ 1);
magnitude2 = magnitude2 * .90 ; //randomseventytohundred/100;
//random range from .7 to .9
}
else
{
printf("%i \n",i);
}
}
FILE *ar;
ar
=
fopen("c:\\documents
and
settings\\greenle\\desktop\\filevasc.txt", "w");
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for (i=1;i<9999;i++)
{
fprintf(ar,"%f ", x[(i-1)/2]);
fprintf(ar,"%f ", y[(i-1)/2]);
fprintf(ar,"%f ", z[(i-1)/2]);
fprintf(ar,"%f ", x[i]);
fprintf(ar,"%f ", y[i]);
fprintf(ar,"%f \n", z[i]);
}
scanf("%i ", &i);
return 0;
}
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C. THREE-DIMENSIONAL BREAST DUCT MODEL SOURCE CODE
#include <cstdlib>
#include <iostream>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <fstream>
#include <iostream>
#include <iomanip>
#include <time.h>
#define PI 3.14159265
#define maxX 80
#define maxY maxX
#define maxZ 120
#define minZ 0 //set lower boundary for duct in x dir
#define alpha .2 ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////change maybe
#define betanaught .2
#define betaone 1
#define betatwo 1
#define deltaone .9
#define deltatwo 1
#define deltathree .5
#define deltafour .55
#define rho .01
#define gamma .5
#define d 2///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////change maybe
#define iterations 160
using namespace std;
float CELL[maxX][maxY][maxZ];
float GF[maxX][maxY][maxZ];
float TIMP[maxX][maxY][maxZ];
float MMP[maxX][maxY][maxZ];
float TEMPCELL[maxX][maxY][maxZ];
float TEMPGF[maxX][maxY][maxZ];
float TEMPTIMP[maxX][maxY][maxZ];
float TEMPMMP[maxX][maxY][maxZ];
int LOOKUP[maxX][maxY][maxZ];
float TGFB[maxX][maxY][maxZ];
int main(){

int epsilon = 130;
float c = 3.75;
float nu = .5;
int MMPmax=250;
float RANDZEROTOONE = 0.0;
int NewVar=0;
int kk = 0;
int i=0;
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int j=0;
int k = 0;
int radius = maxX/2;
int ii=0;
int jj=0;
int kkkk=0;
int itcount=0;
int tempi=0;
int tempj=0;
int silly = 0; //counters
float mmpacc=0;
float timpacc=0.0 ; //accumulators for the averaging bit
float gfacc = 0.0;
srand(time(NULL));
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for (j=0;j<maxY;j++){
for (k=0;k<maxZ;k++){
if((k >= 0) && (k < maxZ )&& (i>=0) && i<maxX && j>=0 && j<maxY && (pow(i .5*maxX,2)+pow(j - .5*maxY,2)<=pow(radius - ((radius*k)/maxZ),2))){
LOOKUP[i][j][k] = 1;
}
else{
LOOKUP[i][j][k]=0;
}
}

}

}//for braces

for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for (j=0;j<maxY;j++){
for (k=0;k<maxZ;k++){
if(LOOKUP[i][j][k]==0){
TGFB[i][j][k]=1.09*sqrt((i-maxX/2)*(i-maxX/2) + (j-maxY/2)*(j-maxY/2))/(sqrt((0-maxX/2)*(0maxX/2)+(0-maxY/2)*(0-maxY/2)));
}
else TGFB[i][j][k]=0;
}
}
}
//it is fine to have these initial values for the whole cube
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for (j=0;j<maxY;j++){
for (k=0;k<maxZ;k++){
GF[i][j][k] = .75;
MMP[i][j][k] = 0.0;
CELL[i][j][k] = 0;
TIMP[i][j][k] = 0.0;
}
}
}
MMP[maxX/2][maxY/2][maxZ -1] = 200 ;
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printf("iterations = %i \n", iterations );
for(itcount = 0; itcount<iterations; itcount++){
printf("iteration currently on = %i \n", itcount );
printf("TIMP[24][18][maxZ -1] is"" %f \n", TIMP[24][18][maxZ -1]);
printf("MMP[maxX/2][maxY/2][maxZ -1] is"" %f \n", MMP[maxX/2][maxY/2][maxZ -1]);
printf("MMP[maxX/2][maxY/2][maxZ -2] is"" %f \n", MMP[maxX/2][maxY/2][maxZ -2]);
printf("MMP[maxX/2][maxY/2][maxZ -3] is"" %f \n", MMP[maxX/2][maxY/2][maxZ -3]);
printf("GF[0][22][37] is"" %f \n", GF[0][22][37]);
printf("TGFB[24][18][maxZ -1] is"" %f \n", TGFB[24][18][maxZ -1]);

for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for (j=0;j<maxY;j++){
for (k=0;k<maxZ;k++){
}}}
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for (j=0;j<maxY;j++){
for (k=0;k<maxZ;k++){
}}}
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for (j=0;j<maxY;j++){
for (k=0;k<maxZ;k++){
//FIRST RULE
if(MMP[i][j][k] > (d * TIMP[i][j][k])){
MMP[i][j][k] = (c * MMP[i][j][k]* GF[i][j][k]);
}
//SECOND RULE
if(MMP[i][j][k] > MMPmax)
{
MMP[i][j][k] = MMPmax;
}
//THIRD RULE
MMP[i][j][k] = deltaone * MMP[i][j][k] - deltatwo;
//FOURTH RULE
if(MMP[i][j][k] < 0){
MMP[i][j][k] = 0;
}
//5TH RULE
TIMP[i][j][k] = deltathree*TIMP[i][j][k] - deltafour;
//6TH RULE
if(TIMP[i][j][k] < 0)
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{
TIMP[i][j][k] = 0;
}
//7th rule
TIMP[i][j][k] = gamma * MMP[i][j][k] + TIMP[i][j][k];
//8th rule
TIMP[i][j][k] = TIMP[i][j][k] + nu;
//9th rule
if(MMP[i][j][k] > epsilon ){
CELL[i][j][k] = 1;
}
//10th rule
if(CELL[i][j][k] > .800){
GF[i][j][k] = GF[i][j][k] + alpha - betaone*GF[i][j][k];
}
else{
GF[i][j][k]=GF[i][j][k] + alpha - betanaught*GF[i][j][k];
}
//11th rule averaging
GF[i][j][k]=GF[i][j][k]*(1-TGFB[i][j][k]);
}
}
}
for (ii=0;ii<maxX;ii++){
for (jj=0;jj<maxY;jj++){
for (kkkk=0;kkkk<maxZ;kkkk++){
TEMPMMP[ii][jj][kkkk]=MMP[ii][jj][kkkk];
TEMPTIMP[ii][jj][kkkk]=TIMP[ii][jj][kkkk];
TEMPGF[ii][jj][kkkk]=GF[ii][jj][kkkk];
TEMPCELL[ii][jj][kkkk]=CELL[ii][jj][kkkk];
}}}
///////////////////////averaging!
if(i==maxX/2 && j==maxY/2 && k==maxZ-1)
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for (j=0;j<maxY;j++){
for (k=0;k<maxZ;k++){
tempi = i;
tempj = j;
//MMP
mmpacc = 0.0;
timpacc = 0.0;
gfacc = 0.0;
for(ii = i - 2; ii <= i + 2; ii++ ){
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for(jj = j - 2; jj <= j + 2; jj++){
for(kkkk = k - 2; kkkk <= k + 2; kkkk++){
if((kkkk >= 0) && (kkkk < maxZ )&& (ii>=0) && (jj>=0)
&& ii<maxX && (jj<maxY)){
NewVar++;
mmpacc = mmpacc + MMP[ii][jj][kkkk];
}
}
}
}
mmpacc = mmpacc / NewVar;
TEMPMMP[i][j][k] = mmpacc;
mmpacc = 0.0;
NewVar = 0;//keepin it fresh, yall
//TIMP
for(ii = i - 6; ii <= i + 6; ii++){
for(jj = j - 6; jj <= j + 6; jj++){
for(kkkk = k - 6; kkkk <= k + 6; kkkk++){
if((kkkk >= 0) && (kkkk < maxZ )&& (ii>=0) && (jj>=0)
&& ii<maxX && (jj<maxY)){
timpacc = timpacc + TIMP[ii][jj][kkkk];
NewVar++;
}
}
}
}
timpacc = timpacc / NewVar;
TEMPTIMP[i][j][k] = timpacc;
timpacc=0.0;
NewVar = 0;

//GF
if(LOOKUP[ii][jj][kkkk]==1){
for(ii = i - 4; ii <= i + 4; ii++){
for(jj = j - 4; jj <= j + 4; jj++){
for(kkkk = k - 4; kkkk <= k + 4; kkkk++){
if((kkkk >= 0) && (kkkk < maxZ )&& (ii>=0) && (jj>=0) && ii<maxX && (jj<maxY)){
gfacc = gfacc + GF[ii][jj][kkkk];
NewVar++;
}//if
}
}
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}
}
if(NewVar>0){
gfacc = gfacc / NewVar;
TEMPGF[i][j][k] = gfacc;
}
gfacc=0.0;
NewVar = 0;
}}}
for (ii=0;ii<maxX;ii++){
for (jj=0;jj<maxY;jj++){
for (kkkk=0;kkkk<maxZ;kkkk++){
MMP[ii][jj][kkkk]=TEMPMMP[ii][jj][kkkk];
TIMP[ii][jj][kkkk]=TEMPTIMP[ii][jj][kkkk];
GF[ii][jj][kkkk]=TEMPGF[ii][jj][kkkk];
CELL[ii][jj][kkkk]=TEMPCELL[ii][jj][kkkk];
}}}
//RULE 12!!!!FTW111!!
for (ii=0;ii<maxX;ii++){
for (jj=0;jj<maxY;jj++){
for (kkkk=0;kkkk<maxZ;kkkk++){
RANDZEROTOONE = rand() %100;
RANDZEROTOONE = RANDZEROTOONE/100;
GF[ii][jj][kkkk]=GF[ii][jj][kkkk] + rho*RANDZEROTOONE;
}}}
kk=0;
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for(j=0;j<maxY;j++){
for(k=0;k<maxZ;k++){
if(CELL[i][j][k]>.95){
kk++;
}
}
}
}
printf("number of cells is %d \n",kk);
ofstream myfile;
myfile.open ("mmpvalues.txt", ios::app);
i=35;j=35;k=60;
myfile<<i<<"\t"<<j<<"\t"<<k<<"\t"<<itcount<<"\t"<<MMP[i][j][k]<<"\t"<<TIMP[i][j][k]<<endl;
i=40;j=40;k=70;
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myfile<<i<<"\t"<<j<<"\t"<<k<<"\t"<<itcount<<"\t"<<MMP[i][j][k]<<"\t"<<TIMP[i][j][k]<<endl;
}
kk=0;
ofstream myfile;
myfile.open ("ductca.txt", ios::app);
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for(j=0;j<maxY;j++){
for(k=0;k<maxZ;k++){
if(CELL[i][j][k]>.95){
kk++;
}
}
}
}
myfile<<kk<<endl;
myfile<<kk<<endl;
myfile<<kk<<endl;
for (i=0;i<maxX;i++){
for(j=0;j<maxY;j++){
for(k=0;k<maxZ;k++){
if(CELL[i][j][k]>.95){
myfile<<i<<" "<<j<<" "<<k<<" "<<setprecision (6)<<endl;
}
}
}
}
myfile<<"epsilon is "<<epsilon<<endl;
myfile<<"c is "<<c<<endl;
myfile<<"nu is "<<nu<<endl;
myfile<<"gamma is "<<gamma<<endl;
myfile<<"maxZ is "<<maxZ<<endl;
myfile<<"maxY is "<<maxY<<endl;
myfile<<"maxX is "<<maxX<<endl;
return 0;
}
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